The translating platform paradigm: perturbation displacement waveform alters the postural response.
The translating platform paradigm is widely used to investigate the regulation of upright standing and locomotion. This study investigated how the displacement waveform characteristics underlying the translating platform perturbation are revealed in the resulting postural response. Eight participants experienced a series of backward-directed perturbations using a hydraulically driven forceplate. Two ranges of platform displacement (5 and 15 cm) in combination with two peak velocities (40 and 60 cm/s) were achieved using three distinct waveforms for platform displacement: (a) RAMP: ramp onset and ramp offset, (b) Ramp-to-Parabola (R-P): ramp onset with parabolic offset and (c) SINE: sine-wave onset with sine wave offset. Our findings indicated that the unique and distinctive acceleration and deceleration characteristics that result from the three different platform displacement waveforms significantly altered the postural response to the perturbation.